00:23:51

michalkrawczyk:

SAP PRESS books on SAP CPI still work for SAP IS :)

00:31:15

Vikas Singh:

00:31:40

michalkrawczyk:

if you’d have any questions, fell free to ask also here

00:31:53

michalkrawczyk:

so we can answer either on chat or during the session

00:32:13

michalkrawczyk:

if you can please type Q: so we know it’s a question :)

00:33:17

Vishal: Q: Is this call having audio or only Presentation?

00:33:43

michalkrawczyk:

00:34:00

SBhat: I can hear it

00:34:04

Dharini Velusamy:

00:34:06

Julie:

00:34:10

Julio Vallejo:

00:34:10

Gustavo Dawidiuk:

Yes ca hear

00:34:10

Deon Oosthuizen:

Yes, can hear

00:34:10

Sundar Kumar: we can hear

00:34:11

Carlos Exposito: yes i can hear

00:34:15

francisco.pereira:

00:34:17

Andrea Kregar: I can hear perfectly

00:34:17

Chao, Lilissa:

00:34:39

michalkrawczyk:

Not audible.

it has audio

@Vishal Leave and join back.. this helps

i can hear
Good here

I can hear

yes I can hear
you can enable live transaction you can see subtitles too

00:34:49
Arkesh Sharma: Q: how frequently are new releases are planned for CPI/CI and what is
the best way to be up-to-date with it?
00:34:59

Vishal: Thank you its working now :)

00:35:17

michalkrawczyk:

00:35:30
now?

Thomas Stumpp (McCormick): Should we consider CPI a legacy term on use BTP-IS

00:35:31

Muhammad:

00:35:32

michalkrawczyk:

@Arkesh - best one is to join mostly SAP IS calls

Q : When is SAP planning to release the PO to CPI Migration tool?
and mailing list so you can all details deliver to your e-mail :)

00:36:29
michalkrawczyk:
@Muhammad - SAP will deliver after 2023, but today we will be
showing third party tools - Int4 IFTT who already do that (with a demo)

00:36:43
Thomas Stumpp (McCormick): If we use SCP/CPI already, are we automatically entitled
to use BTP-integration suite or do we have to buy into a RISE plan?
00:37:31

michalkrawczyk:

@Thomas - the new name is SAP IS (Integration Suite)

00:37:36

Arkesh Sharma: @MichalKrawczyk: Please share the link to subscribe for mailing list.

00:38:01

michalkrawczyk:

00:38:23

Arkesh Sharma: Thank you, Michal! :)

00:38:27
for that?

Muhammad:

@Arkesh - will be there in the final slides of the session :)

Q : Any plan for the hybrid deployment? Do we need a separate licence

00:39:30
Gustavo Dawidiuk:
Hay soluciones para las conversiones de Codigos?, Para dialogar
con soluciones propias de SAP o de terceros?
00:39:49
colleagues?

Arkesh Sharma: Q: is there a way to re-visit this recording later or share it with the

00:40:08

michalkrawczyk:

00:40:39

Arkesh Sharma: Thank you, Michal.

00:42:47

Toros Aledjian: Please join us in our upcoming events

@Arkesh - yes, Toros will send the link to the video

October 6, 2021
SAP BTP Customer Value Network - Create an Open & Agile Enterprise With
Unified Data & Real-Time Analytics
Episode 4 in the Deloitte Series
https://webinars.sap.com/eur/2021-09-22-sap-ie-btp-dwc-deloitte-webinar/en/home
Asia Pacific & Japan 16:00 AEST (07:00 CET - 10:30 IST - 14:00 JST - 13:00 SGT)
Europe & The Americas 11:00 ET (08:00 PT - 17:00 CET)

October 12-14, 2021

SAP BTP Customer Value Network Innovation Webinar Series For North America

https://webinars.sap.com/noam/2021-10-121314-sap-ie-btp-cvn-innovation-webinar-us/en/home
11:00am - 1pm ET (08:00am - 10:00am PT)
00:43:06
link:

Toros Aledjian: If you are also interested in joining our SAP Garage Series please use this

https://webinars.sap.com/eur/2021-05-05-sap-ie-btp-garage-webinar-part2/en/registration.aspx
00:43:24
Toros Aledjian: All presentation material and the recording for todays session will be
uploaded tohe following link

https://webinars.sap.com/2021-12-31-sap-btp-customer-value-network-global/en/upcoming
00:48:21
Anil Potluri (He/Him/His):
Does SAP IS provide industry specific
API/Adapters/connectors. example : for Pharma , automotive industries etc.
00:53:15

abanerj8:

when will SAP Retire SAP PO/PI

00:54:01
michalkrawczyk:
@Anil - for B2B you can use this for AS2 adapter https://blogs.sap.com/2018/01/14/b2b-capabilities-in-sap-cloud-platform-integration-part-1/
00:54:10

abanerj8:

Q: When will SAP Retire SAP PO/SAP PI

00:54:40

michalkrawczyk:

@abanej8 - 2027 (2030 extended maint.)

00:54:59
Craig Stasila: SAP Process Orchestration 7.5 will be fully supported through the end of
2027 and will be available through extended maintenance through 2030.
00:55:02
Menaga:
which is in PO7.5?

Do you have SAP TM (Transportation package) available in discover

00:55:16
Avinash Rajan: Q) Would the kubernates environment that Craig mentioned (roadmap)
be a SAAS offering that deploys for on-prem/hybrid integrations ?
00:57:28
SBhat: Q: What's the best way to migrate ABAP proxy interfaces created in SAP PO 7.5
to CPI? DO we have any SAP official documentation on this migration?
00:58:14
Udo Paltzer:
Yes, the hybrid deployment option of SAP Integration Suite, i. e. the
integration cell, will run on top of a Kubernetes cluster.
00:58:32

after the crash 600019: are there as many odata api's as bapi's

00:58:50
michalkrawczyk:
SBhat - we talk about proxy migration in our lessons learned https://int4.com/sap-po-to-sap-cpi-migration-lessons-learned-video
01:00:00
Udo Paltzer:
@SBhat, and yes, additionally to what Michal mentioned, you can use
the XI adapter in SAP Cloud Integration to connect to ABAP proxies.
01:00:02

after the crash 600019: S4 on-premise, is gateway or proxy the way to go?

01:01:13

SBhat: Thanks Michal.

01:01:17

Muhammad:

Q : Any plan to add EOIO in CPI like PO?

01:01:31

Udo Paltzer:

You can use either way .. both is supported , gateway and proxy

01:01:43

michalkrawczyk:

with S4 - still proxy - or IDOCs….

01:02:18
Udo Paltzer:
is planned for 2022 …

@Mohammad: We support now EO with SAP Cloud Integration, and EOI

01:03:32
Muhammad:
are the only options?

Q: I guess S4 on Cloud does not have any ABAP proxy and SOAP/ODATA

01:04:34

after the crash 600019: what framework will last the longest, proxy/gateway or idocs

01:05:46
michalkrawczyk:
scenarios with SAP?

Which framework is used for 99% of important business

01:05:54
Muhammad: Q: Any plan to include the copy/paste of the CPI channels as well as the
block of steps into the same or different flows?
01:05:56

michalkrawczyk:

IDOCs :)

01:07:34
Udo Paltzer:
@Mohammad: The integration flow designer already support the copy
of adapter configuration .. at least into the same integration flows …
01:08:02
Menaga:
integrate with S4 and TM?

is there SAP TM 9.3 content package available in IS as a pre built to

01:08:11
Udo Paltzer:
@Mohammad: And now we also support the copy of integration flow
steps across Integration Packages …
01:09:59
Muhammad: Good to know but sadly it is not available in our tenant yet so I will wait
and try as I know we can now copy/paste the individual step but not the connectivity either for the same
or flow the local flows
01:10:34
michalkrawczyk:
@Avinash - this one https://www.sapinsideronline.com/future-proof-your-integration-strategy-with-sap-cloud-platformintegration-suite/
01:10:35

michalkrawczyk:

01:10:36
Platform

abanerj8:

?

Q : can we know more about deploying PO to Hybrid Integartion

01:12:23
Muhammad: Q: Tried the copy/paste in the trial account as well and it is definitely
not working for the adapter config but you can copy/paste the different steps.
Hope SAP will add such features in future as it will really help and save time
01:14:15
Muhammad:
available in the Neo?
01:16:08

Q: Why SAP has removed the trace in the CF CPI whereas it is still

Rasmus Holm: Q: Any plans for tool to migrate nwa bpms to the cloud

01:18:58
Udo Paltzer:
@Mohammad, yes, no worries, the update of all customer tenants is
distributed over multiple weekends, so hopefully on the next weekend your tenants will be upgraded, so
that you can consume the new capabilities.
01:19:48
Srini: Do we have any out of the box iflow, to fetch the system logs/error logs and
send to monitoring tools like splunk or SAP Focused Run (on-prem). if not how can we send my error
logs to ALM tools.
01:20:21

Srini:

also Did SIS (CF) has option to check system logs like in Neo

01:21:34

abanerj8:

voice is breaking

01:21:44

Srini:

Did SIS have option of reprocess messages directly like in SAP PO.

01:21:48
Udo Paltzer:
@Mohammad: The traces in Cloud Foundry are available as well … for
now customers have to create a ticket in order to receive the system logs, and in the near future we
plan to provide direct access to the system logs also on the Cloud Foundry environment.
01:22:24

abanerj8:

Q: Does the prebuild configuration is only for S4 or with ECC too

01:22:50
Giuseppe Agnello:
Q: does this wizard to import mappings from SAP PI/PO
consider also lookups and UDF? thank you
01:24:16

Craig Stasila:

The pre-built content is for S/4 as well as ECC

01:25:28
lynton: Q: For existing custom Java modules on channels in SAP PO ...any world where
they get "migrated" to iflow scenarios?
01:25:34
Srini:
as well in focused run

can I monitor only iFlow status in SAP Focused run or also error logs and payload

01:26:04

i mean CPI monitor in Focused run

Srini:

01:27:35
Udo Paltzer:
Message makings from SAP Process Orchestration into SAP Cloud
Integration is supported, now also including the user defined functions…Look-up functions will still come
along the roadmap …
01:29:48
Udo Paltzer:
Messages can be monitored also via SAP Cloud Application Lifecycle
Management, SAP Solution Manager etc. … the integration is achieved via OData APIs,i. e. Also the
payload can be monitored from external monitoring tools.
01:30:18

Giuseppe Agnello:

01:30:35
Muhammad:
the Integration Adviser?

thank you Udo for the information

Q: Any plan to add the Trading Partners and other EDI related stuff in

Can we use the custom function/formulas there as well instead of 1:1 mapping?
01:30:45

Julio Vallejo:

Regarding Hybrid Integration -> Cloud Integration Runtime:

• Is it currently available?
• Is it like a "Local Integration Engine" to be installed in the on-premise NetWeaver systems?
• Would coexist with the "Local Integration Engine"?
• Can we redirect our current proxies to the new hybrid integration on-premise runtime?
• Available for which NetWeaver on-premise versions?
• ESR Migration (Great) - What about Migration tools for the Integration Scenarios in the
Integration Builder (~From 7.4 to 7.5)
• Would the traffic be billed as SAP Cloud Traffic?

01:31:39
Rasmus Holm: Q: asking on NWA bpm workflows any plans on making it possible to
migrate them?
01:32:43
Udo Paltzer:
@Mohammad: Regarding the copy of adapter configuration: In the
integration designer there is an icon next to the adapter, from which you can copy the adapter
configuration. I hope you can see the icon, otherwise let me know …
01:32:43

Chao, Lilissa:

Can SAP Focused run be used to monitor these integrations?

01:33:53

Chao, Lilissa:

I mean these CPI interfaces

01:35:04
Julio Vallejo: Our current context is PI on NetWeaver 7.4, and we would like to
embrace pragmatically the SAP Cloud Integration, but keeping the on-premise message flow using onpremise internal traffic - Please advice! - Thanks
01:39:30

monica:based on (PIT) Process Integration test tool?

01:40:53
michalkrawczyk:
runtime - is that what you need?
01:43:36
well?

Muhammad:

@Julio - upgrade to SAP 7.5 and you can use SAP IS on SAP PO

Q: Michal @ Does your tool support 3rd party to 3rd party testing as

Does this tool also support S4 Hana on Cloud?
01:45:34
Muhammad: Q : Can we also migrate the PI Classical scenarios to CPI as well? Would
you automatically take care of the NFS Sender and REST Receiver Adapter?
01:46:02
michalkrawczyk:
@Muhammad - all flows on SAP PO and SAP IS (also 3prd party)
and yes S4 private cloud is also supported
01:46:25

michalkrawczyk:

@Julio - SAP PO 7.4 is not longer supported - so you should :)

01:47:39
michalkrawczyk:
@Muhammad - Classical scenarios also work and if any of the
adapters cannot be migrated it’s left empty so you can populate it with details
01:47:42
Toros Aledjian: We will be giving a free copy of the eBook “Introducing SAP Cloud
Platform Workflow” to the first 15 participants who have completed our Webinar Survey on September
29, 2021.
https://qtrial2019q3az1.az1.qualtrics.com/jfe/form/SV_7UGNB4XOLR4Ra50
01:50:30

Avinash Rajan: Please can you share the link to microsite once again (here)) ?

01:50:52
Toros Aledjian: All presentation material and the recording for todays session will be
uploaded tohe following link

https://webinars.sap.com/2021-12-31-sap-btp-customer-value-network-global/en/upcoming
01:54:10

Menaga:

My question was not answered

01:54:23

Rasmus Holm: Q:how to migrate nwa bpms

01:54:57
completely

michalkrawczyk:

@Rasmus - manually but you can automate testing of that

01:55:08

Rasmus Holm: thx I feared that

01:55:46

Muhammad:

You can only download the Mappings and nothing else from the ESR

01:55:52
michalkrawczyk:
migrations at Int4.com blog section

@Julio - yes try checking lessons learned blogs from those

01:56:11
Muhammad: you have to have the Discovery to check the TM but as per my
understanding it is not available from SAP yet same like LBN
01:56:15

michalkrawczyk:

@Muhammad - with Int4 IFTT you can do a lot more

01:57:01

Giuseppe Agnello:

thank you very much

01:57:02

Arkesh Sharma: thank you

01:57:11

Muhammad:

Thanks Michal will have at the videos on youtube

